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#1. Thanks for the introduction. It was a pleasure to be here. Today I am going to talk about two 

things: the business of startups, which I’ve done for 20 years in the Valley, and also model 

rocketry, as I’ve recently started advising a middle school rocket contest team. Turns out that 

both activities have an “uncanny resemblance” that I wish to share with you today. 

 

#2. My journey to the Valley from KL took 12 years, as you can see, with extremely long 

layovers at Singapore, Austin, and Ann Arbor. At one point, I almost thought I would never 

make it out of Michigan! 

 

#3.1 I started my career around the beginning of the Web, when e-commerce was the “New New 

Thing”, and search engines just started transitioning from software products to being served over 

the web. I wrote a book about technologies during those early days of the Web. It was titled 

“Internet Agents”, and somewhat academic, with lots of references. So about the only thing the 

book was good for, as I was told, was that years later, after it was out of print, patent attorneys 

started using my book for researching “Prior Art”. 

 

#3.2 I was a computer scientist at UC Berkeley at the time, and the Haas Business School had 

just started an incubator program, the first of its kind, housed in the basement of Bancroft Hotel. 

Almost every day, I’d trekked halfway across campus to Caffe Strada, which was just next to the 

hotel. I liked the coffee there, so it was easy to run into the startup folks coming up for air, or 

needing more table space. That was how I got into startup investing. Looking back, I can now 

count 4 exits that can be traced back to Berkeley: BigNetwork/eUniverse aka MySpace 

(eventually acquired by News Corp, a real eye opening experience), ZipRealty (finally an IPO, 

after many painful rounds of dilution), PurePayment (found a home in ExciteAtHome, but 

nothing to write home about), and Digital Fountain (not quite the gusher I’d hoped for, but 

nevertheless a nice addition to Qualcomm’s technology portfolio). But I also had one flop 

(Ascribe News), and one total miss (Accept.com). The one that got away, what d’ya know, 

Amazon snapped up for a cool 9 figures within a year!  

 

#3.3 I started Space Machine just a year before the “Dotcom Crash”. It was impossible for us to 

raise any money outside of friends and family, or to find decent office spaces that we could 

afford. For a long time we kept a small headcount, around 7 or 8 people, and shared the same 

roof with another startup in Sunnyvale that only needed warehouse space at the back for shipping 

and receiving, so the nicer office space at the front was offered to us. For a number of years that 

startup rented DVD-based video games and sold Dance-Dance-Revolution pads on the side. You 

know: those high-quality premium ones that worked really well with Konami’s game machines? 

That company later produced a hit video game called Guitar Hero, which I am sure many of you 

might have heard of. It was a profitable arrangement, because not only did I get to observe first-

hand how the two founders, who happened to be brothers, operated their business in a very lean 
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and efficient manner, but also had a chance to invest with them. Their company was later 

acquired by Activision in a windfall deal and had since brought in record-breaking sales worth 

billions year after year. 

 

#3.4 The GPS navigation business that I’d got us into, however, was a really tough business to be 

in. The margins were low to begin with. Even though the whole industry was growing by leaps 

and bounds from 2005 to 2009, our company was still treading water. Expenses grew faster than 

revenue. We were at the bleeding edge of technology; continuous development with many trials 

and errors was expensive. We were bidding on too many projects all at once, even with no 

assurances of making profits on any of them. I was hungry, and foolish. We stretched too thin. I 

wanted to be everywhere. Not only did we constantly hire more engineers to staff new projects, 

we also stretched to build out the organization to support our client’s emerging business in 

Europe and China. I kept 4 clocks on the wall where everybody could see, so we always knew 

what time it was in Munich, Beijing, Tokyo, and California, where our 4 offices were located. 

Conference calls continued for hours, and engineering meetings lasted days. Frequent visits to 

ODM partners in Asia were equally exhausting. I was doing triangular “round the world” trips 

almost every month. It was an expensive business to operate when technology was changing fast, 

and engineers were working overtime. Even though revenue was growing and products were 

winning awards at the Consumer Electronics Show, competition remained fierce, and industry 

landscape was constantly shifting. The most troubling part for me was that profits were always 

hovering near zero. The company became profitable only after I decided to give up the car 

navigation business to live off royalties or license fees for a few years. It was a most ironic, and 

sobering, reality. 

 

#3.5 During that whole time, I got married and we had 3 boys. But I felt I wasn’t spending 

enough time with them. Running a business that required constant traveling was rough on the 

family. And I wasn’t alone in thinking that. So a small group of us decided to refocus our efforts 

on developing and publishing children’s apps on the iPad, so we could spend more time with our 

kids. That was around 2011. We brought our kids to work, and watched them play with apps on 

iPads as we fine-tuned the interface. I even had our boys tag along to the monthly Silicon Valley 

Apps for Kids meet-ups, which was (and still is) hosted at a small toy company in San Carlos 

(where I live), so I could see their reactions. It was all very nice and a lot of fun. Except for one 

minor problem: we weren’t generating enough sales on the AppStore to cover expenses; even 

though, by then, we had become a much smaller company. Ouch! 

 

#4. Having been on both sides of the table, first as an investor and later as an entrepreneur, I see 

that the business of startups can be very tricky sometimes. When things do go well, one can’t 

help but wonder if luck, and not skill, plays a determining role. And when things go badly, one 

begins to think: “Was I just unlucky, or did I really screw up?” 

 

#5. There is no good answer. But experiences from the past powerfully shape my way of looking 

at new ventures. For example, when I consider FinTech opportunities now, I not only study the 

company itself, but also everything else that surrounds it. I often strip down the narrative, and 

then reconstruct everything from the ground up to arrive at a new understanding that is fully my 

own. 
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#6. I feel that FinTech is more straightforward because it’s mostly just numbers. This is 

especially true of opportunities that surround automated trading of financial securities. I know 

how to model numbers, they teach it in school, but it’s really hard to model people. 

 

#7. I have been spending quite a bit of time lately with 12-year-old middle school kids, advising 

them on model rocketry for a nationwide rocket contest. One of the kids is my son, who is really 

into building and flying rockets of all sizes. The other 3 kids are his buddies from school, all 7th 

graders. As you can see in the pictures, the process of recruiting, organizing, and running a 

rocket contest team is not that much different from that of building a startup. The rocket contest 

team learned to cope with challenges in the field, and how to recover from failures through 

iterative experiments; just like a startup team would. It was a lot of fun, and a lot of work that 

also requires strategic thinking. 

 

#8. For example, helping our kids master the art of “battling giants” is my all-time favorite. 

Because “David vs. Goliath” is about the only strategy we’ve got that would even remotely give 

our middle school kids a chance to compete against high school teams that are much stronger. 

Consider for a moment that, out of the 700 teams that participated last season, only the top 100 

teams were selected for the final fly-off in Virginia. And out of those 100 teams, only 7 of them 

were middle school teams; the remaining 93 were all high school teams. No middle school teams 

had ever made it to the top 20. So the odds are really stacked against our middle schoolers. 

 

I won’t be giving away the details of our “secret sauce” anytime soon, because it involves quite a 

bit of model rocketry know-how, and we don’t have much time. But here’s a shortcut: examine 

the acronyms carefully. See anything familiar? What do they remind you of? I’ll give you a hint: 

I was inspired by an idea that originated from UC Berkeley, which had something to do with 

how best to organize a bunch of inexpensive hard disk drives so they provide fault tolerance and 

better performance, all at the same time. Exactly what we need for building and flying 

inexpensive rockets; and a reasonable stretch goal for middle schoolers. I can talk more about 

this later. 

 

#9. So, in a way, the ability to spot opportunities depends on how our brains handle pattern 

matching. Knowing more “stuff”, or more “cases”, certainly helps a lot. Having access to a few 

critical-thinking persons, that you can bounce ideas with, from time to time, helps even more. I 

don’t know why, but it just does. I suspect it has to do with cognitive bias. Your brain works 

harder when listening to other people’s ideas, compared to listening to your own. Your brain also 

works harder when you are struggling to explain things to others, compared to just learning or 

thinking by yourself, because you will first have to understand everything thoroughly before you 

can even start to explain. Take that away, and you’ll have the illusion of learning. Do that often, 

especially in an echo chamber, and you’ll soon develop tunnel vision. 

 

#10. This is the year 2015. Does anyone know if the hoverboard shown in the Lexus ad can 

really levitate, even if it’s not for sale? Because it was promised in a movie 26 years ago, and 

now my son would really like one. He kept checking Kickstarter for hoverboards. This would be 

an excellent case of “product-market fit”; you can’t plan a better product placement than that! I 

remember seeing the “Malaysia Vision 2020” billboard from many years ago. And now it’s only 
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5 years away. I would certainly be very interested in keeping up with any news from my home 

country. 

 

#11. I was originally going to talk about the Lean Startup method. But I suspect you might 

already know all about it. The “Build-Measure-Learn” methodology is how startups around here 

achieve “product-market fit” through rapid iteration, with a little bit “growth-hacking” thrown in. 

 

#12. It underlies everything that has happened in the digital economy in the last 5 years. I might 

have exaggerated a little, but take a look around and decide for yourself. #13. No industry is 

immune from attack. 

 

#14. Lean startup changes everything. The competitive advantages of scale (and scope!) are 

being commoditized. Adjust quickly, and be on the winning side. 

 

#15. In closing, I am just going to give you 4 book recommendations. #1 here is a drop-

everything-and-just-read-this kind of “must read”. I’m partial to #2, because it gives me a visual 

way of organizing everything in one page, and a great time-saver. I’ll show you some quick 

examples next. The last two books are for what to do when things get tough. You’ll have plenty 

of time for them later on, but hopefully you won’t be needing those two as much as I did. 

 

[15 SECS BREAK] 

 

#16. The next 5 slides are visual examples from the “Business Model Generation” book, which I 

really enjoy. Like this one: Know your customer, first-hand! Your customer could be a person, or 

a business enterprise. Can you see what she sees, and hear what she hears? Do you know what 

she’s thinking, or how she’s feeling? What does she say or do? What are her pains, her wants and 

her needs? Remember: never delegate understanding, or it’ll be a recipe for disaster! As you can 

see here, startup teams brainstorm ideas by posting sticky notes around this visual. Keep this 

front and center, because your customer is always right, so practice often at home!  

 

#17. Business model canvas is the sum of 9 building blocks. Your value proposition is right in 

the middle. Things that relate to customers, channels, and revenue go to the right. Things that 

relate to internal activities and resources, external partners and suppliers, and cost structure go to 

the left. It is the most important one-page visual you will ever need. 

 

#18. A business model is the “short version” of a business plan. I like this one, because it is a 

great time-saver, for both the reader and the writer. The best part is that the “short story” fits 

neatly on a piece of napkin! 

 

#19. If you’re into MBA-style 2-by-2 matrices, like this one for SWOT analysis, I’ve good news 

for you. You can actually conduct your SWOT analysis around any of the 9 building blocks, to 

see which components of the business model need work. It’s a great tool for understanding your 

own company. 

 

#20. Now for anyone on the board of directors who need to look far out over the horizon to give 

advice to the captain, then not only does this person need to think about how market forces or 
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industry forces can rock the boat, and make everyone seasick, but also how key trends and 

macro-economic forces can form a rising tide that can lift all boats, or a tsunami that can sink 

entire armada of ships. 

 

#21. Here comes the most critical question of all: how does one know when to quit, stick, or 

pivot? This collection of quotes is my personal favorites. [….] See how different they all are? 

What do you think will happen to someone who reads one per day for 7 days straight? Try not to 

be that person. Read them all in one seating, and then promptly forget every one of them. 

Everybody’s situation is different, so listen to your inner voice instead. That would be my advice 

to you, if only I have space here for this quote #8 of mine!  

 

#22. One more thing: I want to share with you a recent post-mortem of a heavily-funded NYC 

startup that develops and markets consumer products. The lesson is sobering because it is so 

basic, and yet people forget so easily, especially after the startup receives generous sums of 

funding. Investor validation isn’t quite the same as market validation, unless investors are your 

customers, as in some segments of FinTech. 

 

I try to instill good engineering practice and good teamwork early on, in middle school kids 

when they are still building and flying rockets. So that they remember success only comes after 

countless iteration, by working together, and that reality often does not match simulation. The 

finished rockets themselves are not the only things that matter; equal attention should also be 

paid to how the rockets are built, improved upon, or repaired, because that’s where we spend the 

bulk of our time and resources! How else would kids these days find enough time and attention 

to do all the things they wanted to do? 

 

And how else would you find time and attention to explore new business models... if you are 

already so busy executing your present one? I’ve learned — too late — that the objective of a 

startup is actually to search for a viable business model, and little else. So you’ve got to leave 

room for innovation, up here, and make time to digest new learning and improvements that come 

along the way. Or the business suffers. Trust me on this; I’ve got battle scars to prove it!  

 

#23. That’s all I have for today. Thank you! 

 

----- 
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